HOW TO CHANGE LITERALLY ANYTHING YOU HATE ABOUT YOUR HOME P.17

INSIDE THE HOME OF HGTV RENEGADE LEANNE FORD P.44

“I FOUND A RARE FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT ONLINE AND BROUGHT IT BACK TO LIFE.” P.66
Knock, Knock

Who’s there? A great first impression, thanks to one of these unique door knockers.

By Brittney Morgan

Monogram Letter B
$30. michaelhealy.com

Black Iron Horse Shoe Ring
$50. williams-sonoma.com

Urns Style
In Satin Nickel,
$47. emtek.com

StonKraft Brass Lion
$35. amazon.com

Door Knocker
In Green Patina,
$495. urbanarchaeology.com

Avalon
In Brushed Nickel,
$140. atlashomewaresdirect.com

Pineapple
In Polished Brass,
$150. jeffersonbrass.com